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Sometimes the truth hurts....    Reed Brennan came to superposh Easton Academy to make a

brand-new life for herself. At first it seemed as though her dream had come true-she was living in

the ultraexclusive Billings Hall, hanging out with the all-powerful Billings Girls, and dating the very

hot Thomas Pearson. But Thomas turned out to be different from what she thought...and then he

turned up dead. And if that wasn't twisted enough, Reed's new boyfriend, Josh Hollis, was arrested

for Thomas's murder.   Now everyone is back to worrying about the regular stuff, like how to sneak

to the boys' dorms at night, whether two-ply cashmere is warm enough for fall, and whether to fly to

London or Barcelona for Thanksgiving break.   Everyone except for Reed.   Reed is convinced that

Josh is innocent, which means the killer is still out there. Now it's up to Reed to uncover the truth.

But the deeper she digs, the more secrets she unearths and the closer she gets to the confession

that will change everything...if she's alive to hear it.
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Awesome

I started the series from the beginning and I'm still hooked. Confessions was as great as the other

books before it.

I buy this collection of books for my 13yr daughter. She is not a big reader but when it comes to

these books she can't seem to get enough. She can read an entire book over a weekend and then

begs to go to the book store to get the next book in the series. She loves them!

Great!

Reed Brennan has had nothing but endless drama the minute she entered Easton Academy. She

had finally left her dysfunctional family in boring Pennsylvanian suburbia and was getting ready for

higher learning and a normal social life. The Billings Girls are the most beautiful, enigmatic and

popular girls at the academy, and Reed had wanted to be part of their circle at all cost. She could

not have imagined all of the stuff that has transpired since then. Her boyfriend Thomas, who wooed

her the second she set foot into the school, was a drug dealer and a drunk. Then he turned out

dead. His roommate, the adorable Josh, has a thing for Reed, but has some issues of his own. Now

he's suspected of murdering Thomas. Reed knows that he did not murder his former roommate, and

the only two people who can prove it -- the school's secretary and Thomas's brother, Blake -- are

not willing to go to the police. But there are other things that don't make sense. What are the Billings

girls hiding? Why is Taylor gone? Christmas is fast approaching, but things seem bleak from where

Reed is standing. When will the real killer step forward and make his/her confession so that she and

Josh could pick up where they left off?There are many twists in Confessions, the fourth installment

in the Private series. Many of the clues that lead to the flooring ending of this book go back to the

first installment, which leaves me thinking just how well-structured this story is. I don't want to write

any spoilers, but this will make you think back to the previous installments and say, "Ah, so that is

why such and such person behaved that way!" Josh is wonderful, a great romantic interest for

Reed. Reed is a great heroine; she actually stands up to Noelle and the others in this installment,

but she is still a little too dependent upon them, which annoys me. Noelle is a control freak and a

spoiled little biatch who thinks the world revolves around her, but sometimes she does something so

surprising that your opinion of her, once decided, wavers a bit. I've begun to really like Natasha and

Cheyenne, a small character from Invitation Only, is surprisingly nice in this book. Constance isn't in



this book a lot though, which disappointed me. It's nice that Reed has a "normal" friend at Easton.

Anyway, fans of this series will love the twists and turns in this installment. I for one can't wait to

read Inner Circle. Based on the turns of events in the story, I have a feeling that Reed's position at

the Billings Hall is about to change in more ways than one. The one disappointment, like the other

Private books, is that it ended too quickly for me. I read it in one day, and it could have ended much

sooner. I wish I could read a book in one single sitting, but I do have other things to do! I have no

idea how the number one reviewer on this web site is able to read three books or more in one single

day (like she says on her profile). I wish I could do that. Chance would be a fine thing. :-)

Fifteen-year-old sophomore, Reed Brennan, used to spend her days contemplating how, exactly,

she would manage to escape her tiny hometown of Croton, Pennsylvania, along with her highly

dysfunctional family. But now, after almost an entire semester of rubbing elbows with the young,

beautiful, and elite at the prestigious Easton Academy, Reed has begun to wonder whether her old

life was truly as horrible as she originally thought. Since her arrival at Easton not four months ago,

Reed has found herself on a tumultuous roller coaster ride full of varying emotions, and a handful of

tragedies that have left her perpetually scarred mentally, physically, and emotionally. Her

acceptance into the ultra-exclusive Billings Hall dorm gave Reed the feeling of finally being

accepted. But after a series of hazing activities, she began to wonder if being friends with the

all-powerful Billings Girls was really as crucial as she believed. Of course, the answer to that was

quite simple - yes. Once the hazing was complete, Reed found herself fully immersed in the Billings

way of life, and loved the envy she saw in people's eyes when she entered the cafeteria surrounded

by Noelle, Kiran, Taylor, and Ariana. It didn't hurt matters much that Reed was also the girlfriend of

the totally handsome Thomas Pearson. But after a bumpy few weeks with Thomas, Reed was

forced to come to terms with the fact that Thomas wasn't who she thought he was. In fact, he was

something completely different. But all that doesn't matter anymore, for he turned up dead, leaving

her free to do as she pleases. And what she wanted, oddly enough, was Thomas' best friend, Josh

Hollis. Josh isn't like the other Easton boys. He's sensitive, kind, caring, and handsome all rolled

into one. Reed is only too happy to make Josh her boyfriend. But once the deed is done, things take

a turn for the worse, for Josh is hauled into the Easton Police Department, and charged with the

murder of Thomas. Reed knows more than anyone that Josh had nothing to do with Thomas'

untimely demise, and will do anything to clear his name. Unfortunately, Reed appears to be the only

Easton student interested in saving Josh from his current predicament. While everyone else begins

planning their Thanksgiving trips to Barcelona or Christmas getaways to London, Reed knows that



the most exciting thing she can expect from the holidays is being picked-up in a station wagon and

dragged back to Croton to force-feed cranberry sauce to her pill popping mother. Casting her

holiday woes aside, Reed throws herself full-force into proving Josh's innocence to everyone

around her - including the police. But the more digging she does to clear Josh's name, the more dirt

she uncovers about the people she's considered her friends since day one. Dirt that gets Reed

closer and closer to the truth that she's been searching for, for so long. But before she has the

chance to hear the confessions that have remained hidden since Thomas's body was discovered,

Reed will have to protect herself. For if she's not careful, she may just find herself six feet under

before the semester is over.Taylor Bell's departure in the previous PRIVATE installment,

UNTOUCHABLE, seemed like a small change in the series; but her absence leaves quite a storm in

her wake, and is felt fairly profoundly within the pages of CONFESSIONS. Since her disappearance,

a schism has formed between the Billings Girls that only grows larger as the days go by, resulting in

a separation of cliques. On one side there's Noelle, Kiran, and Ariana. On the other, there's Reed -

who seems to have finally come to realize that the Billings Girls don't have the final say regarding

each and every one of her actions - Natasha, and newcomer Cheyenne - an unlikely character

whom we meet for the first time in CONFESSIONS. Cheyenne is clever, cunning, and brave enough

to face-off against Noelle any time - day or night. While she oft-times sticks out like a sore thumb - in

a good way - her quick rivalry with Noelle, sharp tongue, and ability to wrap just about anyone -

male, female, student, or teacher - around her finger make her a major player who will certainly step

up to the forefront in future installments - or so we can hope. It's refreshing to see that Reed has

begun to think for herself, and put some distance between her and the Billings Girls; yet one can't

help but feel unsurprised that her newfound bravery and confidence has put her in danger of coming

face to face with an early grave. Kate Brian has cast a somber pall over the Easton campus; but her

descriptive writing, and beautiful, affluent backdrop work hand in hand to create an intriguing tale

that readers can't help but devour word for word. The contrast of murder and mystery, paired with

the lifestyles of the rich and the famous work together to weave a juicy story. But it is the wide array

of controversial characters - whom you simultaneously love and hate - that keep you coming back

for more. The abundance of disappearances, illicit romances, scandals, and blackmail don't hurt

much either. While the previous PRIVATE novels lay the groundwork, with CONFESSIONS, Brian

begins to show different sides of her cast that spell revelations for the very near future, making the

reader question, yet eagerly anticipate her next move. Another amazing piece to the puzzle that

won't be easily forgotten. Simply irresistible...Erika SoroccoFreelance Reviewer
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